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The Generalization of Multiplier Analysis of Keynes, Kalecki,
and Leontief: Structural Aspects of the Miyazawa Model
Michiya NOZAKI
The aim of this paper is to survey the Miyazawa model, which incorporate the Keynesian-
Kaleckian multiplier analysis with Leontief’s model, and to analyze the dynamic and structural
aspects of the Miyazawa Model. In section 2, we examine the multiplier analysis from the
Keynes-Kalecki-Leontief perspective. In section 3, we present the Miyazawa model with a focus
on the Income-distributional multiplier. In section 4, we present an inter-industry expansion on
the post-Keynesian perspective. Finally, in section 5, we present the concluding remarks that
include certain comments regarding the current economic policy implications of public policy
and private investment.
1. Introduction
In the standard Input-Output analysis given by Leontief, consumption demand is treated as
an exogenous variable for household sectors as it is transferred to the processing sectors, and
being regarded as an industry whose output is labor and whose input is consumption goods.
This analysis considers various economic sectors as a series of inputs of raw materials in the
form of services and outputs of semi-finished and finished goods that are also in the form of
services. In other words, the output of one industry is the input of another.
Miyazawa (1976) formulated a matrix multiplier that combines Leontief’s propagation
process with the Keynesian propagation process in the form of the Leontief inverse
multiplied by the subjoined inverse matrix. Miyazawa attempted to incorporate the process of
income distribution and expenditure into the Input-Output system in keeping with the
Keynesian-Kaleckian Multiplier
1)
.
The aim of this paper is to survey the Miyazawa model, which incorporate the Keynesian-
Kaleckian multiplier analysis with Leontief’s model, and to analyze the structural aspects of
the Miyazawa Model along with the Post Keynesian theoretical approach (Nozaki, 2012). In
section 2, we examine the multiplier analysis from the Keynes-Kalecki-Leontief perspective.
In section 3, we present the Miyazawa model with a focus on the Income-distributional
1) Miyazawa (1976), pp. 1-2.
multiplier. In section 4, we present an inter-industry expansion on the post-Keynesian
perspective. Finally, in section 5, we present the concluding remarks that include certain
comments regarding the current economic policy implications of public policy and private
investment.
2. Multiplier Analysis of Keynes, Kalecki, and Leontief
2-1 Keynes Multiplier, Kalecki Multiplier and Leontief Multiplier
In Miyazawa’s seminal publication (1976), he proposed the full interrelational income
multiplier, a disaggregated formulation of the rather simple Keynesian income multiplier.
This came to be regarded as one of Miyazawa’s main contributions to economics.
In this subsection, we examine the Keynesian Multiplier based on prior research by R.F.
Kahn on Keynes’ General Theory (1936). In The General Theory of Employment, Interest and
Money, Keynes (1936) wrote the following: “For in given circumstances a definite ratio, to be
called the Multiplier, can be established between income and investment and, subject to
certain simplifications, between the total employment and the employment directly employed
on investment (which we shall call the primary employment)” (Keynes (1936), p.113)
After he surveyed Kahn’s multiplier analysis, Keynes provided the following explanation of
his own concept of the investment multiplier.
“Our normal psychological law that, when the real income of the community increases or
decreases, its consumption will increase or decrease but not so fast, can, therefore, be
translated─not, indeed, with absolute accuracy but subject to qualifications which are
obvious and can easily be stated in a formally complete fashion─into the propositions that
ΔC and ΔY have the same sign, but ΔY> ΔC, where ΔY is income in terms of wage
units and C is the consumption in terms of wage units. Let us define, then,
dC
dY
as the
marginal propensity to consume.
This quantity is of considerable importance because it tells us how the next increment of
output will have to be divided between consumption and investment. For ΔY=ΔC+ΔI,
where ΔC and ΔI are increments of consumption and investment; so that we can write
ΔY=kΔI, where 1−
1
k is equal to the marginal propensity to consume.
Let us call k the investment multiplier. It tells us that, when there is an increment of
aggregate investment, income will increase by an amount which is k times the increment of
investment” (Keynes (1936), pp. 114-115)
Miyazawa (1976) tried to incorporate the process of income distribution and expenditure
into the input-output system. If we denote the income-multiplier characterizing the income-
distribitional factors as the Kalecki Multiplier, then Miyazawa’s work is one of combining the
Leontief output Multiplier and Kalecki Multiplier into its disaggregated and generalized form
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(Miyazawa, 1976, p. 2).
In the standard input-output model, final demand f determines the level of output X via the
input coefficient α=R/X, i.e.
X=1/(1−α) f
Then, by combining the simple Keynesian multiplier with simple Leontief output
multiplier, we obtain the output solution for input-output model with endogenous
consumption demand.
X=1/(1−α) f=1/(1−α)∙1/(1−c) I ( i)
Let d1=W/Y, d2=P/Y, σ1=Cw/W, σ2=Cp/P, then, input-output solution is as follows:
X=1/(1−α) f=1/(1−α)∙1/(1−(σ1d1+σ2d2))∙I ( ii)
If we denote v=Y/X as value-added ratio, vl=W/X and v2=P/X as value-added ratio of
wage and profit, the solution of output is as follows:
X=1/(1−α)∙1/((1−σ1d1+σ2d2)/(1−α))∙I ( iii)
2-2 Goodwin’s generalization
Goodwin (1949) stated that “the generalization of the Keynesian system proceeds perfectly
naturally in two directions. If we extend Keynes’s concept of a marginal propensity to
consume of less than one, to all other industries, we get a matrix multiplier with
extraordinary formal analogies with the simple multilier. To counterbalance the increased
complexity, there is more richer, more complete result. (Goodwin, 1949, p. 537).”
Goodwin (1949) proposed the multiplier as matrix in the two directions: one is to extend
Keynes’s concept of the marginal propensity to consume less than one, to all other industries.
If we denote yn as national income, αn as a constant marginal propensity to consume, and
∑ b as net injections or sources of spending, we get the following equation.
y=
∑b
1−α
And in order to simplify notation, b may be called injections. A is defined as input
coefficients matrix and I is defined as the unit matrix. y is defined as national income column
vector. It is helpful to emphasize the extraordinary formal analogy between Keynesian simple
multiplier and the matrix multiplier. That is to say,
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y=I−A∑j bij
The other is the dynamical one, that is to say, to admit a lag between income and
expenditure for every industry. If θ denotes the time lag, this leads to a dynamical-matrix
multiplier which shows an almost complete formal analogy with the simple multiplier
(Goodwin, 1949, pp. 537-538, 543-545). That is to say as follows:
I yt+θ−Ayt=∑j bij
3. Miyazawa’s Inter-relational Income Multiplier
Miyazawa (1976) combined the Leontief and Kalecki Multipliers into a disaggregated and
generalized form (Hewings, Sonis, M. Madden, and Kimura (1999) summarized Miyazawa’s
work
2)
. According to their article (Hewings, Sonis, M. Madden, and Kimura, 1999), pp. 6-9),
the macroeconomic transaction account given in Miyazawa (1976) is presented in Figure 3-1.
where R=intermediate inputs, C=consumption, I=investment, F=final demand,
Y=income, W=wages, P=profits, and X=gross output/inputs.
Then,
X=
1
1−RX 
F ( 3-1)
However, since
C=cY,
where c is the simple coefficient of consumption, the Keynesian Multiplier becomes
Y=
1
1−c ∙I ( 3-2)
and the above equation is rewritten in the following manner using the Miyazawa model.
X=
1
1−R/X=
1
1−c ∙I.
Dividing c into propensity to consume of workers and capitalists (Kalecki, 1971), so that
2) Hewings, Sonis, M. Madden, and Kimura (1999), pp. 6-9.
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c=
C
W and, c=
C
P , ω=
W
Y , and π=
P
Y , where ω and π are the relative shares of wage
and profit in total income, respectively, Miyazawa presented the following expression:
X=
1
1−R/X ∙
1
1−cwω+cpπ
∙I ( 3-3)
This expression may be decomposed by setting the ratios of value-added for workers and
capitalists.
v=vw+vp=
W
X
+
P
X
=1−
R
X
; ( 3-4)
X=
1
1−RX 
∙
1
1− cwvw+cpvp1−RX  
∙I;
( 3-5)
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Figure 3-1 Simple Miyazawa Macroeconomic Accounting System
Source: Hewings et al. (1999), p. 6, Figure 1.1
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Figure 3-2 The Income-Consumption Relationship
Source: Hewings et al. (1999), p. 8, Figure 1.2
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4. The Keynesian-Kaleckian distributional perspective
Trigg (1999) attempted to integrate Marx with Keynes through Miyazawa’s multiplier
framework as a starting point. In a similar manner, we can also integrate Keynes with Kalecki
through Leontief’s output multiplier. We established Trigg (1999)’s model in the line of the
following Keynesian model for with government expenditure G, export E, and import M:
Y=cY+I+G+(E−M) ( 4-1)
In equilibrium, Y is denoted as total net income, I’ is total investment, c is the marginal
propensity to consume, and m is the marginal propensity to import. The Keynesian multiplier
is given as
Y=
1
1−c+m ∙I+G+E. ( 4-2)
As done by Kalecki, c is divided into propensity to consume of workers and capitalists
(Kalecki, 1971), so that
c=
C
W , and c=
C
P , ω=
W
Y , and π=
P
Y ,
where ω and π are the relative shares of wage and profit in total income, respectively. Then,
the Keynesian multiplier becomes
Y=
1
1−cω+cπ+m
∙I+G+E. ( 4-3)
An inter-industry counterpart to the Keynesian system in (4.3) takes the following form:
X=AX+cwwld X+cpX+I+G+(E−M), ( 4-4)
where X is a column vector of gross outputs, A is a square matrix of inter-industry technical
coefficients, cw is a column vector of worker’s marginal propensity to consume, ld is a row of
labor demand coefficients, w is a scalar representing the wage rate, cp is a square matrix of
capitalists’ consumption coefficients, and I’ is a column vector of representing demand for the
private investment, G is a column vector of representing demand for government
consumption and investment, and E is a column vector of representing demand for export,
and M is a column vector of import.
If we assume that the final demand is equal to a column vector that comprises investment
and capitalists’ consumption (cpX+I+G+E=F*), the Keynesian system takes the following
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form:
X=AX+cwwldX+F*−M . ( 4-5)
By manipulation, we obtain the following equation.
X=I−A−cwwld
F*−M . ( 4-6)
If there is the increment of final demand, the increment of gross output is as follows:
ΔX=I−A−cwwld
ΔF* ( 4-7)
As an example, we are going to estimate the economic damage repercussion of Voluntary
Self-restraint on the recreation industries following the Great East Japan Earthquake by the
use of an prolonged Input-Output table in Japan, METI, 2009.
Hosoe (2011) quantified the impact of the decreased reaction demand caused by voluntary
self-restraint following the Great East Japan Earthquake. He assumed an exogenous 10%
reduction of the private consumption demand for three recreation industries experiencing
decreased in demand due to “self-restraint”: amusement and recreational services, eating and
drinking places, and accomodations (See, Hosoe, 2011, p. 15; Nozaki, 2012).
Then, we are going to use the input-output model to estimate the economic damage
repercussion of Voluntary Self-restraint on the recreation industries by the use of an
prolonged Input-Output table in Japan, METI, 2009 as follows:
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Table 4-1 Private Consumption demand of the recreation industries in
Input-Output table in 2005
Sector Pricate consumption demand
Amusement and recreational services 8464888
Eating and drinking places 14335739
Accommodations 5304735
Total 28105362
Source: Ministory of Internal Affairs and Communications (2005), Nozaki (2012)
Table 4-2 Decrease of Private consumption demand of
the recreation industries
the recreation industries Private consumption demand
Total -2810536. 2
Source: Ministory of Internal Affairs and Communications (2005), Nozaki (2012)
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Table 4-1 Private Consumption demand of the recreation industries in
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X=I−A−cwwld
F*−M . ( 4. 8)
ΔX=I−A−cwwld
ΔF* ( 4. 9)
It is 2.810536 trillion yen of the decrease of the private consumption demand. Economic
repercussion effects sum up to minus 5.689596 trillion yen.
5. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we examined the multiplier analysis from the Keynes-Kalecki-Leontief
perspectives. Further, we presented the Miyazawa model from the perspective of the
Income-distributional multiplier as well as an inter-industry expansion of the Post Keynesian
view.
One of Miyazawa’s main contributions to economics was the creation of the full inter-
relational income multiplier from the rather simplified Keynesian structure.
In a modern capitalist economy, most economists are interested in the following
macroeconomic aspects: (1) total impact on employment and income arising from an
increment in investment; and (2) the income-distributional analysis from the macro-
economic structural perspective.
Kalecki (1971) and Keynes (1936) considered a capitalist economy as a demand-
constrained system, based on the principle of effective demand. According to this principle, the
relationship among income, employment, and capital stock in a given year is adjusted
according to the expected final demand.
Trigg (1999) attempted to integrate Marx with Keynes through Miyazawa’s multiplier
framework as a starting point. In a similar manner, we can also integrate Keynes with Kalecki
through Leontief’s output multiplier.
We have used the input-output model to estimate the economic damage repercussion of
Voluntary Self-restraint on the recreation industries following the Great East Japan
Earthquake by the use of an prolonged Input-Output table in Japan, METI, 2009.
It is 2.810536 trillion yen of the decrease of the private consumption demand. Economic
repercussion effects sum up to minus 5.689596 trillion yen.
In such an economic situation, the structural and dynamic Keynesian policies will play
important roles in private consumption and public policy investments when macroeconomic
impacts are of interest.
＊ This paper originally has been reported in 2011 the Annual association for the Japan section of Regional
Studies Association for International, on October 2011, at Wakayama University. Thank you very much
for a good advice of the Chair and Discussants.
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X=I−A−cwwld
F*−M . ( 4. 8)
ΔX=I−A−cwwld
ΔF* ( 4. 9)
It is 2.810536 trillion yen of the decrease of the private consumption demand. Economic
repercussion effects sum up to minus 5.689596 trillion yen.
5. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we examined the multiplier analysis from the Keynes-Kalecki-Leontief
perspectives. Further, we presented the Miyazawa model from the perspective of the
Income-distributional multiplier as well as an inter-industry expansion of the Post Keynesian
view.
One of Miyazawa’s main contributions to economics was the creation of the full inter-
relational income multiplier from the rather simplified Keynesian structure.
In a modern capitalist economy, most economists are interested in the following
macroeconomic aspects: (1) total impact on employment and income arising from an
increment in investment; and (2) the income-distributional analysis from the macro-
economic structural perspective.
Kalecki (1971) and Keynes (1936) considered a capitalist economy as a demand-
constrained system, based on the principle of effective demand. According to this principle, the
relationship among income, employment, and capital stock in a given year is adjusted
according to the expected final demand.
Trigg (1999) attempted to integrate Marx with Keynes through Miyazawa’s multiplier
framework as a starting point. In a similar manner, we can also integrate Keynes with Kalecki
through Leontief’s output multiplier.
We have used the input-output model to estimate the economic damage repercussion of
Voluntary Self-restraint on the recreation industries following the Great East Japan
Earthquake by the use of an prolonged Input-Output table in Japan, METI, 2009.
It is 2.810536 trillion yen of the decrease of the private consumption demand. Economic
repercussion effects sum up to minus 5.689596 trillion yen.
In such an economic situation, the structural and dynamic Keynesian policies will play
important roles in private consumption and public policy investments when macroeconomic
impacts are of interest.
＊ This paper originally has been reported in 2011 the Annual association for the Japan section of Regional
Studies Association for International, on October 2011, at Wakayama University. Thank you very much
for a good advice of the Chair and Discussants.
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